
Fortress amGard Pro

Brackets for switches

A unique range of mounting brackets for fitting 
Fortress amGard Pro gate switch interlocks to Troax 
mesh panels, consisting of six variants of brackets that 
are combined based on the configuration of interlocks. 
All of the brackets fits to both hinged and slidning 
doors in all of Troax machine guard systems, whether 
it's based on the 80x80 posts or the 60x40 posts.

The amGard Pro from Fortress is the ultimate range of 
modular safety gate switch interlocks for heavy duty 
applications. Mounted on a Troax machine guard 
hinged door it has been tested to withstand an impact 
of 1600 joules. Despite the heavy impact, no parts 
departed. The lock remained intact and can be reused 
on a new door.
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FACTS

Brackets for handle unit

Troax bracket: Fits to Fortress switch part:
1. Bracket for handle EN, EH, EI, HS, HL
2. Bracket for slidebar TN, TS, TI,TM, TG,TF
3. Bracket for handle MA, M1

Choose the bracket to fit your handle option.

Brackets for switch unit

4. Striking plate 
amGard Pro 1

Fits proAM Head, proAT Head, 
adaptors (x2), proStop

5. Striking plate 
amGard Pro 3

Fits proLok+ (proLok)

6. Striking plate 
amGard Pro 2

Fits proRelease Head, proLok, 
Option pod

Choose one or more brackets to be combined depending on 
your switch configuration.
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EXAMPLES

Troax hinged door with ST30 mesh panels and 60x40 or 80x80 posts are 
tested to withstand an impact of 1600 joules.
Troax hinged door with ST30 mesh panels and 60x40 or 80x80 posts are 
tested to withstand an impact of 1600 joules.
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